Business Meeting

Date:       Wednesday October 21, 1992
Time:       3:30 p.m. Refreshments
            4:00 - 5:00 p.m. Talk
Place:      So. Sciences #205
            Cal State Hayward
            Hayward, CA 94542
Speaker:    Raymond J. Brady
            Association of Bay Area Governments
            Research Director
            MetroCenter
            Oakland, California
Topic:      The Bay Area In Transition

Abstract

"Recovery for the Bay Area economy is not just around the corner" states our speaker. Drawing upon research undertaken at ABAG, the speaker will present the present situation including mistakes that have been made, a realistic assessment of current sectors and jobs; and prospects for the Bay Area economy in the 1990s. Dr. Brady will provide a brief presentation of the ABAG modeling system before moving into discussion on the economy. If interest exits, he had agreed to provide an in-depth discussion at a future session.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

KOMAG, INC.
Dept. CH-11102
275 South Hillview Drive
Milpitas, CA 95035
Telephone: (408) 946-2300
Fax: (408) 946-1126

Contact: Chris Hilton at (408) 946-2300 Ext. 7509

Komag, Incorporated develops, manufactures and markets sputtered thin-film metallic disks for use in high-capacity, high-performance Winchester disk drives. Komag is the largest independent supplier or these disks to independent disk drive manufacturers and computer system manufacturers which build their own disk drives.

STATISTICIAN

Komag, the world leader in the manufacture of thin film hard disks for computer disk drives, is seeking an accomplished Statistician, preferably with a background in the disk drive industry or a related area.

You'll assist R&D and Manufacturing by conducting design of experiments; and act as an internal statistical consultant to all Komag groups. Additionally you'll conduct courses in SPC (control charts) and designed experiments (emphasis on design for manufacturability/robust design).

The ideal candidate will have a Master's in Statistics; 3-5 years of related experience; expertise with designed experiments, SPC, and Taguchi methods; and familiarity with Deming style transformation. You should be comfortable and experienced in teaching others, as well as possess strong communication skills.

Pre-Employment Drug Screening Required. EOE